Welcome to China

- A country with 5,000-year civilization and history
- A place with diversified landscape
- A rising economy
- A combination of ancient and modern
TO GO AND TO LEARN IN CHINA
In China, we will visit…

- Beijing
- Xi'an
- Shanghai
- Taiwan
Beijing

- Over 20 Million People Working and Living Here
- The Capital City of China
- The Political Center of China
- A Paradise of Chinese Cuisine
Beijing—Panorama
Beijing—Panorama
Forbidden City

The Palace of Ancient Emperors
Forbidden City

The Palace of Ancient Emperors
Forbidden City

The Palace of Ancient Emperors
Tiantan

A Place Where Ancient Emperors Pray for Heaven
Great Wall

To Experience Ancient Chinese Defense
Bird Nest

To Experience Olympic Spirit
Summer Palace

An Empress ‘s Garden
Summer Palace Marble Boat
Summer Palace

An Empress’s Garden
CCTV

To Appreciate Modern Communications
Wangfujing

A Good Place to Shop and East Local Food
Peking Duck
Local Food

Beijing mutton
Xi’an

- Over 8.5 Million People Working and Living Here
- The Capital City of China in Dynasties such as Qin, Han, Tang
- A Combination of Ancient and Modern Elements
- A Transition from the west to the east
Xi’an—Panorama
Ancient City Walls
Ancient City Walls
Terra Cotta Warriors

A Glimpse of Taiwan's Tropical, Subtropical Environment

First Chinese Emperor's Tomb
Terra Cotta

A Glimpse of the First Chinese Emperor’s Tomb
Famen Temple

A Way to Know Buddhism in China
Famen Temple

A Way to Know Buddhism in China
Qianling Mausoleum

The Mausoleum of the only Woman Emperor in China
Qianling Mausoleum

*The Mausoleum of the only Woman Emperor in China*
Qianling Mausoleum

*The Mausoleum of the only Woman Emperor in China*
Huaqingchi Park

To Explore qing-hua Hot Springs and Learn A Romantic Story Between An Emperor and A Woman
Datangfurong

A Place Where Ancient Emperors Lived and Entertained with their Wives
Dayan Pagoda

A Place Where The Monkey King’s Master Translated Scriptures

Statue of a monk with a staff in front of the Dayan Pagoda.
Dayan Pagoda

A Place Where The Monkey King’s Master Translated Scriptures
Shanghai

- Over 23 Million People Working and Living Here
- The Largest Modern City in China
- Financial and Economic Center
Shanghai Waitan and Oriental Pearl Tower
Nanjing Avenue

A Best Place to Shop in Shanghai
Shanghai Museum
Yellow Mountain
Local Food
Taiwan

- Area: 36,000 square kilometers
- Population: 23 million
- It lies off the southeastern coast of mainland Asia, across the Taiwan Strait from China
- Taiwan is a tropical, sub-tropical island
Let's go!

What are you waiting for?

Contact information:
Julie Minn
jminn@truman.edu
MC319
660-785-9610